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Disordered Corticolimbic Interactions During
Affective Processing in Children and Adolescents
at Risk for Schizophrenia Revealed
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Context: Disordered functional architecture of brain networks may contribute to the well-documented increased risk for psychiatric disorders in offspring of patients with schizophrenia.
Objective: To investigate aberrant interactions between regions associated with affective processing in children and adolescent offspring of patients with schizophrenia (HR-SCZ group) and healthy control subjects
using dynamic causal modeling of functional magnetic
resonance imaging data.
Design: Subjects participated in a continuous affective processing task during which positive, negative, and neutral
valenced faces were presented. Interactions between regions in the brain’s face- and emotion-processing network were modeled using dynamic causal modeling. Multiple competing models were evaluated by a combinatorial
approach and distinguished at the second level using Bayesian model selection before parameter inference.
Setting: Participants were recruited from the community.
Participants: Twenty-four controls with no family history of psychosis (to the second degree) and 19 children
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and adolescent offspring of a parent with schizophrenia
(age range, 8 to 20 years).
Results: Bayesian model selection revealed a winning
model, the architecture of which revealed bidirectional
frontolimbic connections that were modulated by valence. Analyses of parameter estimates revealed that HRSCZ group members were characterized by (1) decreased driving inputs to the visual cortex; (2) decreased
intrinsic coupling, most robustly between frontolimbic
regions; and (3) increased modulatory inhibition by negative valence of frontolimbic connections (all P⬍.01, Bonferroni corrected).
Conclusions: These results are the first demonstration
of network analyses techniques for functional magnetic
resonance imaging data in children and adolescents at
risk for schizophrenia. Dysfunctional interactions within
the emotional processing network provide evidence of
latent vulnerabilities that may confer risk for disordered
adolescent development and eventually the emergence
of the manifest disorder.
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characterizations of
schizophrenia1-3 suggest
that the emergence of
this disorder is preceded by a premorbid or vulnerable phase
in adolescence. Critical alterations to the
normal cognitive and affective developmental program that may be driven by
a combination of environmental and
genetic factors may characterize this vulnerable phase. 4 First-degree relatives,
particularly unaffected children and
adolescent offspring of a parent with
schizophrenia at significantly increased
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risk for schizophrenia (HR-SCZ subjects) constitute an important group in
whom to assess heritable factors of premorbid dysfunction before the typical age
of illness onset.5
Deficits in affective functioning and social interaction have long been considered cardinal features of schizophrenia.6
Longitudinal cohort studies have indicated that social and affective deficits
emerge in the premorbid stages of the disorder in adolescence.7,8 Impairments in social and affective function have also been
documented in HR-SCZ subjects, particularly in the domains of social adjustment,
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Table 1. Characteristics of Study Groups a

Sex, No.
Male
Female
Age, range, y
Age, y
Full-scale IQ
Educational level, y
GAF score

HR-SCZ Group
(n = 19)

Control Group
(n = 24)

12
7
8-20
14.3 (3.1)
96.2 (13.7)
8.4 (2.6)
76.2 (10.7)

16
8
10-20
14.6 (2.6)
92.0 (15.9)
9.5 (2.8)
85.8 (6.5)

Abbreviations: GAF, Global Assessment of Function subscale of the
Structured Interview for Prodromal Symptoms; HR-SCZ, children and
adolescent offspring of patients with schizophrenia.
a Groups did not differ in terms of age, full-scale IQ, education, or
distribution of sex. As a group, HR-SCZ subjects showed lower GAF33 scores
than controls, suggesting on average transient or slight impairments in
social or occupational function. Unless otherwise indicated, data are
expressed as mean (SD).

withdrawal, and interpersonal competence.9,10 These deficits may result from disordered interactions between corticolimbic regions subserving emotional processing, although the mechanisms of these alterations are poorly
understood. Studying network interactions during emotional processing in adolescent HR-SCZ subjects by effective connectivity modeling may provide important insights on latent network vulnerabilities in the (genetically
predisposed) adolescent brain. These vulnerabilities in
turn may constitute an emergent risk for schizophrenia
or other disorders. In this study, we used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and dynamic causal modeling (DCM) to characterize and compare corticolimbic
interactions in HR-SCZ and control subjects with no family history of psychosis.
Normal social and emotional function relies on the ability to successfully appraise and respond to social cues, such
as the affect signaled by a face,11,12 and is mediated by a network of visual, limbic, and prefrontal regions.13-15 This basic emotion-processing network (eFigure 1; http://www
.archgenpsychiatry.com) is initiated by stimulus processing
and feature extraction in visual areas.11,16 These regions feed
into core limbic circuitry, including the amygdala,17-19 projections of which to ventral, medial, and dorsal prefrontal
regions may be essential to transmitting affective information to the higher-order heteromodal cortex. In turn, frontal control of the amygdala20 may be essential in modulating the deliberative (as opposed to the automatic) responses
driven by corticoamygdala interactions.21 All these intrinsically present connections may be subject to modulatory
or contextual effects. For example, top-down modulation
of the amygdala by the frontal cortex may be mediated by
the task or judgment on the face that is required, or stimulus properties may provide important bottom-up modulation of individual regions.
Regions within this corticolimbic circuit and their interplay mature rapidly through adolescence,22 and derailment of these interactions may be an underlying cause of
the emergence of psychiatric disorders in late adolescence.6,7,11 Given that alterations of neural circuits for socialemotional processing in schizophrenia may be geneti-

cally mediated,23 capturing emergent properties of network
interactions may help characterize differences in affective processing in HR-SCZ subjects and in the eventual
identification of markers of precursors of the illness.
Dynamic causal modeling is an important method for
inferring effective connectivity from neuroimaging data.24-27
Dynamic causal modeling uses an explicit model of neural dynamics to capture causal interactions between regions within the network (intrinsic connections), modulation of intrinsic connections by the experimental context
(eg, valence of a face), and driving inputs to regions
(eg, visual stimulation driving face-processing regions).
Using Bayesian methods, DCM selects from among competing models or hypotheses that best capture network interactions during the examined task.28 Parameter estimates of interregional interactions derived from winning
models reflect measures of effective connectivity that can
be compared to assess differences between groups.
Herein, we present the first application of DCM to fMRI
data collected in children and adolescent offspring of a
parent with schizophrenia who underwent scanning during a continuous affective paradigm. The analyses aimed
to understand alterations in the connective architecture
of the corticolimbic circuit underlying emotional processing in adolescent HR-SCZ subjects and to investigate whether evidence of dysconnection that is hypothesized to characterize the schizophrenia diathesis29 may
also be evident in young individuals at increased risk for
the illness. We hypothesized that this would be revealed particularly by reduced intrinsic coupling between corticolimbic regions evident in the DCM.
METHODS

SUBJECTS
Forty-three subjects gave informed consent or assent to participate in the fMRI studies (approved by the Human Investigative Committee at Wayne State University). For assenting subjects, the parent provided consent. Of these, 19 were HR-SCZ
subjects and 24 were healthy controls with no family history
of psychosis (to the second degree) group matched for age
(range, 8-20 years) and full-scale IQ.30 Exclusion criteria included (1) DSM-IV diagnosis of mental retardation, (2) DSM-IV
diagnosis of substance dependence or significant use in the past
month, (3) significant history or presence of a current medical or neurological illness, (4) significant head injury, (5) current or recent use of any psychotropic medication, and (6) pregnancy. Of the 43 subjects, 2 were left-handed (1 each in the
HR-SCZ and control groups).
Subjects were recruited from the greater Detroit area through
advertisements and in-patient services at Wayne State University. All subjects underwent screening through telephone and
personal interviews as well as questionnaires. Diagnoses for parents were reached using the Structured Clinical Interview for
DSM-IV Axis II Personality Disorders for schizophrenia administered in person.31 All control and HR-SCZ subjects underwent clinical evaluation in person using the Schedule for
Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia for School-age Children–
Present and Lifetime Version32 and the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Axis II Personality Disorders and were free
of psychotropic medication at the time of assessments. Assessments were administered by a trained interviewer. Demographic information is depicted in Table 1. All HR-SCZ sub-
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jects were healthy apart from the following comorbidities:
separation anxiety (n = 1), attention-deficit/hyperactivity
disorder (n = 2), and social phobia (n = 1). Groups did not
differ by age (t=0.97; P=.51), full-scale IQ (t=0.26; P=.80),
education (t = 1.11; P = .13), or sex distribution (Yates
 2 = 0.007; P = .91). The HR-SCZ group had significantly
lower scores on the Global Assessment of Function subscale
of the Structured Interview for Prodromal Symptoms 33
(t = 3.36; P = .006), suggestive of a subtle increase in psychopathology.

DPFC

Functional MRI was performed with an emotional n-back paradigm using a jittered event-related design.34 During the paradigm, normatively rated faces conveying expressions from 3 valence categories—positive (happy), negative (sadness, fear, or
anger), and neutral35—were interspersed with pixilated control images and presented in a pseudorandom order. Subjects
indicated (by pressing a button) when the valence category signaled on the current trial was the same as on the previous trial
(regardless of identity). Stimuli were displayed for 3 seconds,
with the stimulus interval between events randomly jittered between 3 to 5 seconds (0.5-second increments; an example is
given in eFigure 2). A total of 96 stimuli (80 faces across the 3
valence categories and 16 control stimuli) were presented during the course of the experiment. Across the task and for each
affective category, 25% of the trials (ie, 24 of the total 96 trials)
were target trials (requiring a response of “same”). Task
demand was maintained at a constant throughout the course
of the experiment by virtue of the continuous stimulus presentation.
Functional MRIs were acquired on a 4.0-T full-body scanner with an 8-channel head coil (MedSpec; Bruker Biospin).
Gradient echoplanar imaging was continuously acquired during an 11.5-minute scan time (repetition time, 2000 milliseconds; echo time, 30 milliseconds; matrix, 64 ⫻ 64; 24 sections; field of view, 240 mm; voxel size, 3.8⫻3.8⫻4.0 mm;
345 scans). Stimuli were projected from a computer onto a screen
mounted over the subject’s head and viewed through a mirror.
Responses were provided using an MRI-compatible 2-button
box. Foam padding was packed around subjects’ heads to minimize movement, and earplugs were used to reduce noise. Stimuli
were presented and responses collected using the Presentation computer program.36
The MRIs were preprocessed and analyzed using commercially available software (SPM; Statistical Parametric Mapping, Wellcome Department of Imaging and Neuroscience). Images were realigned to correct for head movement, spatially
normalized to the Montreal Neurological Institute template brain,
and smoothed spatially by means of a gaussian filter of 8-mm
full-width half-maximum. First-level general linear model analysis used 4 regressors to represent sensory and affective processes and modeled as 3-second boxcar vectors (representing
individual events) convolved with a canonical hemodynamic
reference wave form. The regressors included (1) distorted images, (2) negative faces, (3) neutral faces, and (4) positive faces.
The 6 head-motion parameters were included as covariates of
no interest. Data were detrended with a high-pass filter (cutoff, 1/128 second). An autoregressive AR(1) model was used
to account for serial correlation.

DCM ANALYSES
Dynamic causal modeling enables the investigation of effective connectivity within a neural system and the context-
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Figure 1. Summary of the general model architecture from which the
dynamic causal models were constructed, based on a schematic network
summarized in eFigure 1. Driving inputs to specific regions of interest were
fixed across all models evaluated. All intrinsic connections are directional.
Solid arrows depict fixed connections across all evaluated models. Dashed
arrows depict conditions that were varied across models to assess the necessity of frontolimbic connections. Contextual modulation of frontolimbic
connections by facial valence was also varied across models (all combinations of positive, neutral, and negative valences) in models in which intrinsic
connections exist (see the “Methods” section for details). DPFC indicates
dorsal prefrontal cortex; FG, fusiform gyrus; V1, primary visual cortex; and
VPFC, ventral prefrontal cortex.

dependent changes thereof induced by stimuli or task.28 The
brain is modeled as a deterministic bilinear system whose inputs (perturbations) are experimental manipulations and whose
outputs are hemodynamic signals measured by fMRI. Changes
in neuronal states (x) over time (t) are modeled according to
the following equation, with A representing the intrinsic coupling; B(j), context-dependent changes by input uj; and C, direct (driving) inputs:
m
dx
= A + ujB( j) x + Cu.
dt
j=1

The intrinsic connectivity matrix (A) thus represents the taskindependent component of interregional interactions, whereas
task-dependent modulations in B represent the changes in coupling strength brought on by a particular stimulus or task. Activity is induced in the system by the direct effects (C). Model
parameters are estimated from comparison between predicted
(using a biophysically validated forward model)37 and observed blood oxygenation level–dependent signals using Bayesian inversion, yielding rate constants for the modeled system
(units of 1/s or Hertz).
Assessment of effective connectivity using DCM requires
evaluation and comparison of models representing competing
hypotheses on the connective architecture of the investigated
neural system.24,38-40 To explore a comprehensive combination
of intrinsic and modulatory interactions between corticolimbic regions, we constructed a factorial model space (Figure 1)
based on previous studies on face and emotion processing (described in eFigure 1).

MODEL SPECIFICATION
Five regions of the corticolimbic system central to affective face
processing and generation of automatic and deliberative emotional responses28-32 were included in the model: primary visual cortex (V1), fusiform gyrus (FG), amygdala, ventral prefrontal cortex (VPFC), and dorsal prefrontal cortex (DPFC).
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Because visual stimuli drive activity in the V1 and affective information may bypass early visual processing via direct thalamic input into the FG and amygdala,21,23 these regions were
defined as input regions throughout alternative models. The
forward intrinsic connections from the V1 to the FG and subsequently the amygdala were based on primate and in vivo
imaging studies.41 In addition, intrinsic connections from the
amygdala to the VPFC and DPFC were included, reflecting the
bottom-up flow of information within frontolimbic neurocircuitry. These connections were a common intrinsic framework and present across all evaluated models.
The necessity of frontolimbic connections and modulatory
inputs were evaluated by varying the following additional factors and modulators independently, building a factorial model
space:
1. The inclusion of intrinsic connections from the VPFC
and DPFC to the amygdala was varied to investigate the necessity of frontal modulation of the limbic system;
2. The necessity of modulatory effects on intrinsic frontolimbic connections was investigated using models without
modulation and using those for which the intrinsic connections were modulated by all possible combinations of each valence class (positive, neutral, and negative faces);
3. Finally, interactions between the VPFC and DPFC were
investigated by varying intrinsic connections between these regions. This combinatorial approach yielded 136 evaluated DCMs.

MODEL ESTIMATION
Modeling was conducted using DCM, version 8, in SPM, version 8. For modeling, time series from regions of interest were
extracted within spheres of 5-mm radii centered on the peak
for the effects-of-interest F contrast (P⬍.05, adjusted for effects of no interest). Regions were defined in stereotactic space
using anatomic criteria.41 Each of the 136 DCMs was estimated for each subject. To identify the most likely generative
model across subjects, a random-effects Bayesian model selection procedure was used.42 This variational Bayesian method
by Stephan and colleagues42 treats the model as a random variable and estimates the parameters of a Dirichlet distribution
describing the probabilities for all models being considered. Because these probabilities define a multimodal distribution over
model space, it is possible to compute the exceedance probability of one model being more likely than any other. All models were compared against each other by this random-effects
analysis as implemented in SPM8 and additionally using the
traditional fixed-effects model comparison. Bayesian averages
of parameter estimates (intrinsic, modulatory, and driving inputs) were subsequently analyzed to uncover potential differences in connectivity between the control and HR-SCZ groups.28
RESULTS

BEHAVIORAL RESULTS
Discrimination sensitivity during the task was assessed
using d⬘, an established metric of discriminability or sensitivity in signal detection theory43,44 reflecting the ability of the subject to discriminate targets from distracters. The metric incorporates the hit rate (eg, the rate of
responding “same” to successively presented stimuli in
the same valence category) and the false-alarm rate (eg,
the rate of responding “different” to successively presented stimuli in different valence categories) and is based
on the difference between the inverse function of the cu-

mulative gaussian distribution applied to each. A higher
d′ reflects greater sensitivity to the task.
An analysis of covariance with group as the single factor and age and sex as covariates revealed no significant
differences in d′ between groups (F1,40 =0.27; P=.60), indicating that overall discrimination performance between the control group (mean d′ = 2.45) and the HRSCZ group (mean d′ =2.31) was comparable. Response
bias measures based on the bias criterion metric c45 did
not differ either (F1,40 =0.84; P =.37). The analyses of behavioral data demonstrated that the cognitive component of the task was comparable across groups.
fMRI ACTIVITY DATA
Random-effects inference was performed by a full factorial analysis that used group and valence as factors and
age and sex as covariates. Analyses (cluster level P⬍.05,
familywise error) did not reveal significant differences
in activation. A lack of differences in activation was also
supported in a conjunction analysis46 that revealed significant overlap in activation for each contrast of interest (all, negative, positive, and neutral faces demonstrated greater activation than distorted images).
Significant clusters from the conjunction analyses are depicted in Figure 2 and Table 2. These results suggest
overlapping substrates of activation involved in emotional processing for faces and across valence category,
highlighting the value of assessing network interactions
with DCM.
DCM: BAYESIAN MODEL SELECTION
The random-effects and fixed-effects analyses applied
across subjects yielded identical evidence of a single winning model. Figure 3 depicts exceedance probabilities
from the results of the random-effects analysis applied
to all 136 models and 43 subjects, expressed as a fraction of relative a priori chance, with the single winning
model representing the best fit within the evaluated model
space.40 An additional Bayesian model selection procedure performed after excluding HR-SCZ subjects with comorbidities confirmed these results.
Intrinsic connections that had been varied as factors
in model assessment (described in the “Methods” section) emerged as part of a common intrinsic network architecture in the winning model. The winning model intrinsic architecture evinced connections from the VPFC
and DPFC to the amygdala and between the VPFC and
DPFC. Frontolimbic connections were also modulated
by valence. In the following paragraphs, we comprehensively consider the model parameters associated with driving inputs, intrinsic connections, and contextual modulation in the winning model.
DRIVING INPUTS INTO THE SYSTEM
Figure 4 depicts driving inputs observed in each of the
groups for the winning model. Significantly reduced driving inputs to the V1 were observed in the HR-SCZ group
relative to the control group (t statistics are provided in
eTable 1).
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Figure 2. Results of a conjunction analysis in control subjects and children and adolescent offspring of patients with schizophrenia (HR-SCZ subjects) depict
widespread overlap in activation in both groups in our network of interest. A, All faces. B, Negative valence. C, Neutral valence. D, Positive valence. Significant
clusters (P ⬍ .05, corrected at cluster level) are depicted on dorsal, ventral, and medial surface projections. DPFC indicates dorsal prefrontal cortex; FG, fusiform
gyrus; L, left; R, right; V1, primary visual cortex; and VPFC, ventral prefrontal cortex. The color bars represent the conjunction statistic and are unitless. Table 2
provides statistical information.

CONTEXTUAL MODULATION
OF INTRINSIC CONNECTIVITY

INTRINSIC CONNECTIONS BETWEEN AREAS
In general, HR-SCZ subjects showed significantly reduced intrinsic connectivity across nodes of the assessed network, with the magnitude of these reductions
significantly pronounced in the unidirectional and bidirectional coupling between frontolimbic (DPFC, VPFC,
and amygdala) regions (Figure 5 and eTable 2).

Figure 6 depicts observed contextual (ie, valence-

related) modulation of frontolimbic conditions for each
valence category. Positive values indicate that the valence context enhances coupling from the source to the
target regions, whereas negative values indicate that the
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Table 2. Results of Conjunction Analyses With the Minimum Inference Statistic of First-Level Contrasts Across Both Study Groups a
Conjunction
All faces

Negative

Neutral

Positive

Region

Cluster, kE

Statistic

x, y, z MNI Coordinates

V1
FG
Amygdala
VPFC
DPFC
V1
FG
Amygdala
VPFC
DPFC
V1
FG
Amygdala
VPFC
DPFC
V1
FG
Amygdala
VPFC
DPFC

1105
1120
168
40
541
1115
1156
168
51
570
1083
1055
166
41
410
1097
1086
164
68
585

5.63
5.83
3.73
1.73
3.39
5.55
5.89
4.16
1.97
3.48
5.65
5.28
2.72
1.32
2.86
5.12
5.20
3.60
1.71
3.67

−2, −78, 8
−38, −58, −22
28, 0, −24
44, 44, 22
24, 46, −14
14, −80, 2
−40, −56, −22
30, −4, −12
24, 46, −14
42, 48, 20
−2, −78, 8
−38, −60, −22
30, 2, −26
44, 44, 22
24, 46, −14
−2, −82, 2
−38, −60, −22
30, −4, −12
42, 44, 26
22, 44, −12

Abbreviations: DPFC, dorsal prefrontal cortex; FG, fusiform gyrus; MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute; VPFC, ventral prefrontal cortex; V1, primary visual cortex.
a Results reveal significant overlap in activation across regions of interest used in the study (P⬍.05, familywise error). Statistics are explained in Nichols et al.46

context inhibits it. The following differences were observed: (1) differences between groups were specific to
the non–positive valence stimuli; (2) negative valence
served to inhibit coupling from frontal regions to the
amygdala with significantly greater inhibition observed
in HR-SCZ subjects; and (3) an isolated result was the
significantly increased excitation of the DPFC-toAMYG pathway by neutral valence in HR-SCZ compared with control subjects. Across subjects, individual
coupling parameters for the winning model for each subject were not correlated with the effects of sex or age (for
all, P⬎.15) (t statistics are provided in eTable 3).
COMMENT

We examined corticolimbic connectivity during affective processing in the adolescent offspring of schizophrenia patients and in controls with no family history of psychosis (to the second degree) using fMRI and DCM. Our
principal results included the following:
1. The control and HR-SCZ groups performed similarly during the task, indicating that HR-SCZ subjects were
not impaired in discriminating between affective faces;
2. No differences in regional activation between the HRSCZ and control groups were observed. This absence of
significant regional effects highlights the unique value of
investigating effective connectivity in distinguishing healthy
but at-risk adolescent groups from controls;
3. DCM analyses revealed a winning model that validated hypotheses on the presence of frontolimbic intrinsic connections and their modulation by valence;
4. Systematic differences in driving inputs and coupling parameters were observed between the groups. The
HR-SCZ group showed reduced driving inputs to the V1.
Furthermore, the HR-SCZ group showed decreased intrinsic excitatory coupling between the frontolimbic re-

gions that form the core of the affective-processing circuit. Finally, the HR-SCZ group showed increased
modulatory ventral and dorsal frontal-to-limbic inhibition in response to neutral and negative faces, respectively, with the contextual modulation to negative faces
being hyperinhibitory.
A notable cognitive component of the task is the
presence of stable working memory demands (related
to the temporary maintenance of the affective category
of the stimulus) throughout the course of the experiment. These working memory demands provide a parallel but consistent task demand driving the primary
cognitive component of the paradigm. The choice of the
paradigm was driven by 2 competing considerations.
First, working memory itself is an established intermediate phenotype in the schizophrenia diathesis.47 In
young high-risk individuals, behavioral impairments
during oculomotor delayed match-to-sample tasks have
been reported in large samples,48,49 and disordered brain
interactions during verbal n-back tasks have been demonstrated using fMRI.50 Second, emotion-processing
deficits have been hypothesized to characterize the risk
state for schizophrenia.51 Therefore, a task that combines these attributes offers unique value to the study of
risk samples that is different from previously used affective n-back paradigms. For example, emotional facial
stimuli have been paired with verbal stimuli during verbal n-back paradigms (to examine the interference of
affective distracters on the primary task),52 or some
tasks require the identity of faces (rather than signaled
affect) to be remembered during a facial n-back.53 These
paradigms assess implicit affective processing mechanisms, whereas the current paradigm makes the explicit
assessment of the valence itself the primary target of the
task. Because there were no detectable differences in
sensitivity on the task between groups, we believe that
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Figure 3. The winning model, the exceedance probabilities across models as a fraction of change, and a magnification of the winning model exceedance probability.
A, The observed exceedance probabilities (EP; ie, the relative likelihood that a given model is the generative model for the observed functional magnetic resonance
imaging data) across all 136 models are depicted relative to the flat a priori probability. Given 136 models in the space, the expected random a priori chance EP is .007
(given flat prior probabilities on the model space). When observed EPs are expressed relative to this chance EP value, the a priori probability represents unity (dotted
line). Models with fractional values higher than 1 are more likely relative to their competition in the space (ie, the posterior is higher than the flat prior probability). B, The
inset in part A is magnified to emphasize the winning model. The winning model is approximately 25% higher than chance and higher than its closest competitors in the
space. C, The winning model structure is depicted with the observed driving inputs, intrinsic connections, and contextual modulatory effects. DPFC indicates dorsal
prefrontal cortex; FG, fusiform gyrus; V1, primary visual cortex; and VPFC, ventral prefrontal cortex.

differences in fMRI and DCM results can be interpreted
as being associated with the affect-related components
of the neural response.

These results suggest a fundamental disordering in corticolimbic interactions subserving affective processing in
HR-SCZ subjects despite similar regional activation pat-
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terns. In other words, DCM proved to be highly sensitive in uncovering emergent impairments in functional
brain organization that were not apparent in regional brain
activation patterns or behavioral performance.
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Figure 4. Mean driving inputs for control subjects and children and adolescent
offspring of patients with schizophrenia (HR-SCZ subjects) for the winning
model depicted in Figure 3C. Differences in coupling parameter estimates
between the control group and HR-SCZ group are depicted. *P=.01,
Bonferroni-corrected familywise error rate. The t statistics are provided in
eTable 1. Error bars represent standard deviations derived from Bayesian
parameter averages. DPFC indicates dorsal prefrontal cortex; FG, fusiform
gyrus; V1, primary visual cortex; and VPFC, ventral prefrontal cortex.
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The model of affective processing yielded by the Bayesian
model selection procedure is well in line with the current
conceptual framework of affective processing (see eFigure 1). First, reciprocal intrinsic connections among the
VPFC, DPFC, and amygdala observed in all models were
consistent with hypothesized connectivity in frontolimbic circuits.41,54,55 Second, valence (and in particular negative valence) resulted in top-down modulation of the amygdala by the VPFC and DPFC, confirming the hypothesized
role of frontal structures in sending regulatory inputs to
the amygdala.56,57 In the healthy brain, these regulatory inputs should serve to appropriately inhibit the amygdala’s
response in the face of threat or fear.58 Positive faces did
not differentially modulate frontolimbic connections,
presumably reflecting the heterogeneous response of the
frontolimbic circuit to positive valence16 and/or a rewardbased response as opposed to responses to negativevalence (or threat-based) faces.17,59
The core regions of the VPFC, DPFC, and amygdala are
centraltotheevaluation,experience,andmodulationofemotion. The amygdala appears highly sensitive to emotional
or affective novelty and salience,12,60 explaining its sensitivity to affective stimuli in general and faces in particular
during active and passive viewing.61 Its sensitivity to negative valence, supported by animal studies showing amygdala responsivity to threat and fear,62 provides a strong measure of cross-species convergence with regards to amygdala
function.63 The DPFC is thought to store goal states toward
which effortful regulation of affect and related behaviors
are directed.64 Appraisal and reappraisal studies suggest that
these frontal areas are associated with the modulation of
the labile amygdala response to emotional stimuli. Thus,
when subjects must reappraise a previous response to negative emotional stimuli, the balance of activity between the
frontalandlimbicsystemschanges,leadingtoincreasedfrontal (particularly VPFC) activity and decreased amygdala activity.65 Notably,thiseffectofreappraisalislessfocusedwithin
the frontal cortex in children and adolescents (compared
with adults), suggesting immature systems for emotional
control.66 This immaturity is compounded by a relative (to
adults) poverty of frontostriatal maturation and connections
in adolescence.67,68 This immaturity may render the affective system particularly vulnerable in adolescents at risk for
psychiatric disorders.
(DYS-)CONNECTIVITY IN HR-SCZ SUBJECTS
AND CONTROLS

1.0

Mean Intrinsic Coupling, 1/s

Figure 5. Mean intrinsic coupling for control subjects and children and
adolescent offspring of patients with schizophrenia (HR-SCZ subjects) for
the winning model depicted in Figure 3C. Significantly reduced intrinsic
connectivity is observed in the HR-SCZ subjects with reduced excitatory
connectivity particularly notable in frontolimbic pathways, that is, in the
affective core of the circuit. *P =.01, Bonferroni corrected (eTable 2). Error
bars represent standard deviations derived from Bayesian parameter
averages. DPFC indicates dorsal prefrontal cortex; FG, fusiform gyrus;
V1, primary visual cortex; and VPFC, ventral prefrontal cortex.

The combination of differences among driving, intrinsic, and modulatory interactions provides evidence of differences in how visual and affective information “flows”
through corticolimbic circuits in HR-SCZ subjects compared with controls, even without widespread regional
differences in activation. These collective results indicate that the integration of information during affective
processing is altered in this at-risk population.
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Figure 6. Contextual modulation by valence of frontolimbic pathways for control subjects and children and adolescent offspring of patients with schizophrenia
(HR-SCZ subjects) for the winning model depicted in Figure 3C. A, Negative valence. B, Neutral valence. C, Positive valence. Denoted coupling parameters of the
controls and HR-SCZ subjects are significantly different (*P=.01, Bonferroni corrected) (t statistics are provided in eTable 3). In the HR-SCZ subjects, we
observed significantly increased inhibition by negative valence of DPFC-to-amygdala and VPFC-to-amygdala connections. No intergroup differences are observed
for positive valence. Significantly increased excitation of the DPFC-to-amygdala pathway is observed for neutral valence. DPFC indicates dorsal prefrontal cortex;
FG, fusiform gyrus; V1, primary visual cortex; and VPFC, ventral prefrontal cortex.
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DIFFERENCES IN DRIVING INPUTS
Differences between the control and HR-SCZ groups were
observed in driving inputs (visual or faces), with inputs to
the V1 by visual stimuli being significantly reduced in the
HR-SCZ group. Previous evidence suggests that schizophrenia is characterized by deficits in basic perception revealed
in longer processing times for stimuli on perception tasks,69
impairments in tasks involving perceptual grouping,70,71 and
reduced P1 amplitude in occipital leads during visual processing tasks.72,73 Evidence of deficits in risk populations
is variable; recent electrophysiological studies in individuals showing psychotic symptoms and therefore at ultrahigh
risk for schizophrenia indicate similar perceptual deficits.72
Reductions in driving inputs to the V1 in HR-SCZ subjects
may reflect this latent deficit in perceptual processing or
attention deficits that characterize risk groups.
DIFFERENCES IN
INTRINSIC CONNECTIVITY
The observed pattern of reduced intrinsic coupling observable in the HR-SCZ group suggests a reduction in excitatory coupling between frontolimbic regions. These regions lie within the affective core of the face-processing
circuit and are central to mediating the affective or emotional response.11,74 Reduced intrinsic coupling within this
network is consistent with the general idea of reduced information flow or dysconnection in schizophrenia,75-77 thus
constituting an emergent connective dysfunction within affective neurocircuitry in a population under genetic risk.
Frontolimbic connections rapidly mature in adolescence,78 and maturation is strongly correlated with the development of face and emotion processing and social development.79,80 Reductions in intrinsic coupling within
corticolimbic circuits may impair the affective response and
mediate emergence of impairments in social behavior and
adjustment in vulnerability for schizophrenia.8
DIFFERENCES IN
MODULATORY INFLUENCES
The largely increased inhibitory modulation of frontolimbic pathways in HR-SCZ subjects (Figure 6) must be considered together with evidence of task-independent hypocoupling between frontolimbic regions (Figure 5).
Significantly reduced frontolimbic connections suggest that
the basic intrinsic architecture within the affective circuit
is impaired and potentially less efficient in HR-SCZ subjects. In this context, the exaggerated inhibition of frontolimbic connections by nonpositive stimuli may reflect
systemic attempts to regulate emergent hypersensitivity
of the limbic system to negative emotional stimuli (which
are known to characterize frank adolescent psychosis81).
For instance, in clinical symptoms such as anhedonic depression, aberrantly increased regulatory inputs may be
exerted to mediate the effects of negative symptoms.82-84
Therefore, in a system impaired by reduced intrinsic coupling and aberrant salience due to inefficient (thalamic)
filtering, exaggerated inhibition may reflect a compensatory response by the frontal lobes to maintain affective homeostasis within the brain’s affective circuit.85 A charac-

teristic of the gradual onset of psychiatric disorders may
be the eventual imbalance between the excitatory (amygdala) and inhibitory (frontal) regions of frontolimbic circuitry leading to a persistent pattern of emotion dysregulation that is thought to characterize not only schizophrenia
but also other disorders seen more frequently in HR-SCZ
subjects than in controls, such as mood, anxiety, and stressrelated disorders.86-88
As our own results suggest, activation differences (or
lack thereof ) may neglect important mechanistic features of (dysfunctional) processing emerging from interactions between the different elements of brain networks. The emphasis on an overall system’s approach is
significant because the understanding of neural contributions to health, disease, and vulnerability or risk must
be framed within the context of the system’s biologic
mechanisms.25 By distinguishing among driving (sensorybased), intrinsic (context-independent), and modulatory (context-dependent, psychologically relevant) contributions to interregional interactions, DCM allows for
the assessment of (aberrant) network interactions. In particular, the corticolimbic architecture in HR-SCZ subjects appears hypersensitive (to driving input), intrinsically hypoconnected, and hyperinhibitory (with respect
to frontolimbic interactions). These dysfunctional network interactions should reflect genetic- and environmentrelated neurodevelopment deficits that may or may not
resolve under adaptive mechanisms through adolescence.2 Eventually, they may result in disordered autonomic emotional responses that have characterized schizophrenia itself.89
CONCLUSIONS

Adolescence is a complex period within the overall developmental arc of the brain.90 Mechanisms of cognitive
and emotional control are evolving, leading to the welldocumented evidence of motivational, social, and rewardbased behavioral vulnerabilities during this time,91 as well
as to the increased incidence of psychiatric disorders.92
The study of HR-SCZ subjects presents advantages and
significant conceptual challenges. Because of their medication-naı̈ve status, studying HR-SCZ subjects can provide some insight into the schizophrenia diathesis independent of the significant confound of medication effects
and provide significant advantages. However, these individuals are not characterized by a specific illness but
are instead at elevated risk for Axis I psychopathology
in general and schizophrenia in particular.93 Although
many possible premorbid precursors of schizophrenia
have been identified in this risk population,94 potential
aberrations of corticolimbic interactions have remained
unassessed. Our results now provide direct evidence of
dysfunctional interactions within the corticolimbic network in this vulnerable state that may reflect the effects
of vulnerability genes for schizophrenia and that in turn
could alter the molecular biologic features of the synapse, resulting in disordered neural coupling in the schizophrenia brain.23 Large-scale longitudinal studies, however, will provide information on how latent vulnerabilities
are (or are not) translated into more classic phenotypes
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of schizophrenia or other psychiatric disorders. Furthermore, in HR-SCZ subjects, it will be important to assess
whether brain networks subserving domains such as attention and working memory (both of which are impaired in schizophrenia) also show dysfunction using
DCM. Such analyses will reveal whether dysconnection
is domain specific or domain general.
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